Recruiting Partners
Content Contributors

Individual Scholars

Museums

Libraries
Expertise Contributors

Non-Digital Researchers

Subject Librarians

Technical Partners
Resource Contributors

**IT Support:** Hardware, Software, Sys Admin

**Host Partners:** Physical Space

**Network Partners:** Access to Audience
I-CHASS
Project leadership, grant coordination and humanities-technology understanding & assistance
PI: Vernon Burton
Co-PI: Kevin Franklin

- Introduction to high-performance computing
- Scholarly Community for the Globalization of the Middle Ages
- Data grid for data curation & preservation
- Humanistic Algorithms
- Data analytics of texts, 2D/3D images, audio and video
- HistorySpace: humanities scholars
- Workflow & computer-assisted collaboration

- Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center
  Center Lead: Laura
- San Diego Supercomputer Center
  Center Lead: Diane Baxter
- National Center for Supercomputing Applications
  Center Lead: Peter Bajcsy.
For Every Partner You Should:

identify what they will contribute

have a clear statement of the value of the project to the partner

determine their pattern of engagement
Types of Partnership

- one-time partners
- quarterly or monthly partners
- daily/embedded partners

the value and density of contribution = project authority
Collaboration: Performances of Scholars in Data-Centric Historical Research Processes
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Analysis

Secondary

Producing your own secondary source
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Credits

Jennifer Guiliano
Simon Appleford
“Recruiting Partners”
www.devdh.org